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ABSTRACT

In applied statistics, authors sanetimes give general procedures in
fonns which cannot be progranmed. for ilrplarentation on a digital
canputer or give fonnulas only for trival cases. Raj (1968) describes a
general procedure for canputing inclusion probabilities which is not in
a fonn amenable to ilrplarentation on a digital ccmputer. Many authors
present a fonnula for computing inclusion probabilities for samples
selected strictly proportional to size and strictly without replacement
for a non-rotating sample design (Narain ' s procedure) for the case
n = 2. No solution has been proposed for Narain ' s procedure for the
case n > 2. This paper presents a general, ccmputational fonnula, which
is easily ilrplemented on a digital canputer, for canputing inclusion
probabilities for samples selected strictly proportional to size and
strictly without replacement for a non-rotating sample design for the
case n > 2.
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COMPUTING INCLUSION PROBABILmES

James W. Mergerson and Charles R. Perry Jr.

INTRODUCTION

Suppose a sample of size n is selected strictly proportional to size and strictly without replacement for a

non-rotating sample design from a finite population of size N. Let pj (i=1,2,3, .... ,N) denote the proba-

bility that the unit Vj is selected in a sample of size one. For n=2, the probability (1t;) that the unit Vj

is included in the sample is given by

N

1tj = Pi + pj * LPj / (l-Pj) .
j#

For n > 2, a computational expression fOf computing 1tj has not been explicitly expressed

([1],[2],[3 ],[4],[7]).

A fonnula for computing 1t, for the case n > 2 was needed after the review of the design of a sampling

plan fOf a Pesticide Use Profile Survey in Pennsylvania [6]. The survey was undertaken in keeping

with a commitment by the Department of Agriculture to the pollution abatement program in the Chesa-

peake Bay to assure that pesticide use practices in key Pennsylvania watersheds do not lead to pesticide

problems for the Bay. Three watersheds were selected to be surveyed. The watersheds were the West

Conewago Creek Watershed in Adams and York Counties, the Elk Creek Watershed in Chesler Counly

and the Pequea Creek Watershed in Lancaster County. The watersheds were selected based on their

high priority status in Pennsylvania's Chesapeake Bay Program, diversity of agricultural enterprises.

differing soil types, average fann size and other criteria. The Area Frame Section of the National Agri-

cultural Statistics Service developed an area frame and selected the sample for this survey.
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A general formula for computing inclusion probabilities for samples selected strictly proportional to size

and strictly without replacement for a non-rotating sample design for any size sample is presented in

this paper. A C program for computIng inclusion probabilities, for 11 S 5 and N S 100 , has been imple-

mented on a Zilog Z8000 microcomputer. The program can easily be modified for other sample and

population sizes.

EXAMPLE

Consider an ordered sample (UI.UZ' •.. ,Un)' The probability of obtaining this sample is

P(UI) .••P(U2 I UI) .••P(U3 I UI . U2), •.• , P(Un I UI ••..• Un-I)'

The probability that any unit U, IS selected is obtained by summing the probabilities of all samples of

size n containing Ui' A procedure for computing inclusion probabilities and the computational com-

plexity will now be Illustrated for a simple example.

Let N=3 and n=2. All possible samples of size two. labelled 51.S2'S3' ....56• are:

51 - (U\>U2)

54 - (U2,U3)

52 - (UJ,U3)

55 - lU3,U1)

S3 - (U2.UI)

S(, - (U3,U2).

We can compute the probability of selecting each sample as follows:

P(51) = P(Uj) ••• P(U2IUI) = PI .••Pz/(l-PI)

P(S2) = P(UI) .••P(U3IUI) = PI •••P3/(l-PI)

P(S3) = P(U2) .••P(UIIU2) = P2 •••ptf(1-P2)

P(S4) = P(Uz} .••P(U3IU2) = P2 •••P3/(l-P2)

P(Ss) = P(U3) •••P(U1IU3) = P3 •••PI/(l-P3)

P(S6) = P(U3) •••P(UZIU3) = P3 •••pJ(l-P3)'
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The probability (7tI) that UI is included in the sample is the sum of the selection probabilities of all

samples containing U1•

7t1 = PI '" PL!(l-p,) + PI '" P3!O-PI) +

pz '" ptf(l-pz) + P3 '" ptf(I-P3)

7t1 = PI '" «pz + P3)!(I-Pl» + PI '" (P2l(I-pz) + P3!(l-P3»

7t1 = PI '" «Pz + P3)!(PZ + P3» + PI '" (PL!(l-pz) + pJ(l-P3»
3

7t1 ,; PI + PI '" L Pj I (l-pj).

~I

The probability (~) that Uz is included in the sample is the sum of the selection probabilities of all

samples containing Uz.

~ = PI '" PL!(l-PI) + P2 '" P,!(l-P2) +

pz '" P3!(l-P2) + P3 * py( I-P3)

~ = pz * «PI + P3)!(I-P2» + P2 * (PIl(I-PI) + P3!(I-P3»
3

~ = P2 '" (PI + P3)!(PI + P3) + P2 '" L Pi I (I-Pi)
j •• 2

3

~ = pz + P2 '" L Pi I (l-Pi)'
j"z

The probability (7t3) that U3 is included in the sample is the sum of the selection probabilities of all

samples containing U3•

7t3 = PI '" pJ(l-PI) + pz '" P3!(I-P2) +

P3 '" PI!(l-P3) + P3 '" pL!(I-P3)

7t3 = P3 '" «PI + P2)!(l - P3» + P3 * (Pt/(l-PI) + pL!(I-P2»
3

7t3 = P3 '" «PI + P2)/(PI + P2» + P3 * L Pi I (l-pj).

1"'3
3

7t3 = P3 + P3 * L P; I (l-pj)

J"'3

We can rewrite the 7t;'S (i=I,2,3) as follows:
3

7ti = Pi + Pi'" LPi I (l-Pj)'
j •• i
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THEOREM

Let S be a sample of size n, drawn strictly without replacement and strictly with probabilities propor-

tiona! to size (pps) from the finite population U={U,.U2 •... ,UN}' where the initial probabilities of

N

selection are Pi for i=I,2, ... ,N (that is; Pi = X, / L x, for i=I,2, ... N, where x, is the size associated
''''I

with the unit U,). Then the probability 1t, that the unit U, is included in S is given by:

1tj = Pi + Pi'" L p,i(1 - P'2) +
i2 E I
;2#

p,'" L p,/O - P'2)'" L p,/( l -P'2 - P'3)
'2E1 '3E1

l~' '3~

'3;t'2

Pi'" L PiiO - Pi)'" LP,/( 1 -. P'2 - p,) ,..
'2 E I '3 E 1

'ri '3~'
13~12

... ,..

~ p·/(1 _po -po -
~'It '2'3

in E I

;,,-'
i"rti2
;,,~3

where I is the index set (1, 2, 3, .... N}.

(1)
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PROOF

The theorem is clearly true for samples of size one, since 1t, reduces to Pi for n=l. Using the Principle

of Mathematical Induction we will assume the theorem holds for samples of size n and derive a formula

for samples of size n+1.

The probability that the unit Uj is included in a sample of size 0+1 from the set U={UI,UZ,U3, •.• ,UNl

is equivalent to the probability that Ui is selected on the first draw from U, plus the sum over j € (I-Ii J)

of the product of the probabilities that Uj is drawn on the first draw from U and the probability that Uj

is included in a sample of size n from U-{~I. Symbolically,

1tj = Pr[Ui is drawn on the first draw from U] +

L Pr[Uj is drawll 011 the first draw from U] *
j E(HII)

Pr[Uj is included in a sample of size n from U-{Uj]]. (2)

The revised selection probabilities associated with the set U-{Uj I are

Pj-I Pj+1
,-- ,-1- ,

l-Pj -Pj
PN

, l-Pj .

pj
The probability that UI is included in a sample of size n from U-{UJI is obtained by selting P, = _x-

x l-Pj

in (1) to compute the last component of (2).
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P;3 Pi2 Pi3( L -- / (1 - -- -- --»)
;3 € (Hit) (I-Pj) (i-PI) (l-p}

'3;1!:,

'3""2

+ ... +

P;3 P'2 Pi3( L -- / (i - -- - --) *
;3 € (I-Iii> (I-Pj) (I-PJ) (i-Pj)

;3"';
;3•••.2

(...( L
iN € (Hil)

'N""
i"1AI2

PiN P'2 P'3
-- / (1 - -- - -- -
(I-Pj) (1-p; ) (i-pJ)
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Rewriting (3),

~ P;
7t, = P, + Pi * ~ --- +

; E (/-(i}) (l-p)

Pi * L -f2- * ( L Pi/O -P; -P,) *
; E (1-11)) (-P;) ;2 E (I-I;})

'2#'

( L Pi/(l -P; -P'2 -Pi]») + ... +
i] E (I-1m

;3;c;

i]"'2

Pi * L -!!.i.- * ( L Pi/O -PI -p) *
j E (/-(i}) (I-Pj) i2 E (I-fjl)

i2#

( L Pi/O -P; -Pi2 -p,]) *
i] E (I-II})

i3~'
i]#2

(... ( L Pi,/(l -Pj -Pi2 -Pi
3

- ••. -Pi)))) '" ). (4)
i" E (I-fj))

in;t:J'

ifl;t;2
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Now make the substitutions pi:.. 12=i" i3=i4 •... ,in=in+1 in (4). We have for samples of size 0+1:

1tj = Pi + p, * L p,/(l-p,z) +
'z £ I

l2;1!:'

Pi· L Pi/(1-P.) * ( L p,/II-p'Z-p'3) +
i2£1 '3E1

;2-' '3~;
i3"'Z

Pi· L P,/(l-P,) * ( L p,/(l-P'2-Pi3) *
'z E I '3 E I

(L p,/( I-p'Z-piJ-P,)) + +
" £ I

I,'"
',"'Z
'4""3

P·• ~ p' /(I-p· ) * ( ~ P to-I? -p t * ( ~ p·/(l-p· _po-p ) *
, ~'2 '2 ~ l3 '1'3 ~ '4 '2'3'4

'ZEI '3£1 ',EI
iZ'"' i3'" i,~1

'3"'Z i,~IZ

','"'3

( ... (L P'nj(1-P'Z-p'J-
••••. 1 E I
i"...t.e.2
in+l;e'3

1\.,) ») .. , ) .
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We have presented a general, computationally-efficient formula for computing inclusion probabilities

when a sample of size n is selected strictly proportional to size and strictly without replacement for a

non-rotating sample from a finite population. The formulation has been implemented on a Zilog Z8000

microcomputer for n ::;;5 and N::;; 100. The program is easy to modify for other sample and popula-

tion sizes.
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